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The Lease Pumper’s Handbook
Chapter 4
Understanding the Oil Well
Section B
DRILLING OPERATIONS
No two wells are alike, even if they are
located near each other and are drilled into
the same oil-bearing formation.
Many
variables may enter into the drilling process.
People, equipment, procedures, and many
other factors affect the drilling operation and
can contribute to problems with the
completed well. The outcomes of the
drilling procedure will forever influence the
production of the well.
This section
provides information to assist the lease
pumper in understanding the nature of the
drilling operation.
B-1. Contracting the Well to Be Drilled.
When a contract to drill an oil well is
signed, many conditions and agreements are
included. The drilling rig contractor will
have agreed to drill a well to a specified
depth. The conditions for payment are
included. The contract payment may be
based on the time on the location, a set sum
of money, or by the foot. Most wells are
contracted by the foot, but the contract is
likely to make allowances for unforeseen
problems and nondrilling activities, such as
time spent allowing the casing cement to set.
While the drilling rig is moving in to
prepare for drilling, this is referred to as
move in and rig up (MIRU). Most drilling
today is done with a jackknife rig that can be
moved to the well location and raised in just
a few sections rather than the built-in-place
derricks that were once used.

Personnel involved during drilling include:
The tool pusher. The drilling company
provides a supervisor for the rig while the
well is being drilled. At one time, this
individual was called a tool pusher. Today,
more and more rig crews include petroleum
engineers, the terms drilling engineer,
production engineer, and similar titles have
become popular. To avoid implying that the
position must be held by an engineer, this
manual uses the term tool pusher.
The tool pusher is generally in charge of
the drilling rig and is in charge of every
moving part of the rig. The tool pusher
purchases rig supplies and supervises the
drilling procedures and rig personnel.
Radios and cellular telephones have made
communications so easy that the tool pusher
may be in charge of two or more rigs at one
time and may not always be present on a
specific site.
Because of the critical nature of this type
of supervision for around-the-clock drilling
operations, the tool pusher is often provided
with a small mobile home on the well site to
remain at the drilling operation for days at a
time in the event of problems.
The driller. The driller is directly in charge
of the drilling four- or five-person rig crew
and generally operates the draw works, the
system of cables and pulleys used to run
pipe into the hole and to pull pipe from the
well. Normally, the driller will have worked
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all of the positions on the rig crew over a
period of years and is, thus, very
experienced. When a large drilling rig is
being moved, all four drilling crews are
supporting the rig move. The driller may
perform the tool pusher’s duties when the
latter is off.
The derrick worker. The derrick worker
works high above the floor when the pipe is
being pulled or run during regular
operations. This position is commonly
referred to as a derrick man.
On most modern rigs, sections of drill pipe
are held vertically in a rack along side the
derrick awaiting to be added to the drilling
string as the bit works its way deeper into
the ground. One of the duties of the derrick
worker is to handle pipe that is added to or
removed from the drill string. Pipe is added
as the drill bit cuts deeper into the ground.
Pipe is removed as the drill string is pulled
from the ground once the drilling is
complete or to replace the bit or to deal with
a drilling problem. The pipe is raised and
lowered with elevators. The pipe is stored
between “fingers” in the rack next to a
platform referred to as a monkey board.
When the rig is drilling, the derrick worker
supervises and assists the two floor workers
in maintaining the cleanliness of the rig. The
derrick worker generally supervises and
assists in equipment repairs and often
catches and labels the mud samples. The
derrick worker may also operate the draw
works to provide the driller with time to fill
out reports and perform other duties. This
also gives the derrick worker experience in
driller duties to prepare for a possible
promotion.
The floor workers. There are two floor
workers on the rig floor while pulling and
running pipe. These personnel are also

referred to as floor hands or roughnecks.
The more experienced individual is usually
referred to as the lead and operates the lead
tong. The second person on the floor
operates the back-up tong and may be
referred to as the back-up. The floor
workers are generally the least experienced
members of the crew.
Motor man. If the rig has a five-person
crew, the fifth individual may be called the
motor worker or motor man.
In this
situation, either the motor worker or the
derrick worker may have the most
experience and relieve the driller during
vacation. The motor worker may also be
assigned the duty of catching drilling
samples.
Company representative.
The senior
member of the crew, such as the tool pusher,
or another person will serve as the official
representative of the oil operator. With a
small oil company, this may actually be the
owner of the company. The company is
paying the full cost of drilling the new well
and owns it when it is completed. The
company representative oversees every
aspect of the operation from building the
road to being sure that the casing is available
when it is needed to the delivery and
installation of the wellhead and Christmas
tree.
In most cases, the company
representative makes the final decisions
concerning most of the formation tests.
B-2. Drilling the Well.
When the drilling rig is moved onto the
lease to begin drilling a new well, the lease
pumper, as an employee of the operating
company, may have responsibilities related
to the operation. Most drilling rigs have
suitable steel mud pits, and the operating
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company may have constructed an earth
mud pit with a plastic liner to receive the
excess fluids and the drilling cuttings.
Although most rigs will have from two to
four steel pits, the very first pit will have a
shale shaker mounted on top to allow the
drilling mud to fall through the screens. The
formation cuttings slide down the vibrating
inclined screen and fall over the side and
directly into the earth mud pit.

When the hole is finished, it will take
several weeks or even months before the
mud will dry out enough for the cuttings in
the pit to be leveled out on the location. As
soon as the rig shuts down, the landowner
will expect the lease pumper to maintain a
clean, well-fenced pit capable of protecting
livestock from harm. Sometimes fence will
have to be installed as soon as the drilling
starts.
B-3. Downhole Measurements.

Figure 1. A tri-cone drilling bit.
The lease pumper is likely to be
responsible for looking out for the
landowner’s interests during the drilling
operation, especially if the drilling is
contracted. If the mud pit is not properly
fenced, the land owner’s cattle may try to get
into the pit to get a drink of water.
Occasionally, lost circulation materials are
added, and the livestock are attracted to
them. The livestock may also try to eat
greasy rags, plastic, and other trash that
blows away from the rig.

The lease pumper is also likely to be
responsible for maintaining the well records.
One of the most important set of records is
the downhole measurements.
These
measurements record the dimensions of
every section of pipe used in the well.
Downhole diameters are important in
order to know the sizes of tools, pumps, etc.
that will pass through the pipe, as well as
couplings and other components required to
complete the installation. Casing is a name
applied to any pipe that is cemented into
place. The moveable strings of pipe inside
the fixed casing that can be easily pulled and
run back in when working the well over are
called tubing. Casing and tubing are always
measured by outside diameter. If the same
pipe is used on the surface, it is called line
pipe and is measured by inside diameter.
Casing, tubing, and line pipe do not
necessarily refer to the design of the pipe.
The purpose of the pipe or where it is used is
what determines its name.
Downhole lengths must be known in order
to accurately determine the depth of the
well, the location of the perforations, and
other features vital to good production. As
the well is drilled, distances are measured
from the top of the kelly bushing (KB),
which is the sliding bushing that sits in the
top of the rotary table on the drilling rig
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floor. The KB allows the drill kelly to slide
down through it while the pipe is rotating
and the hole is being drilled.
The
abbreviation KB will appear somewhere on
the drilling report records to indicate that
this is the initial point from which all
downhole measurements are made.
All measurements are made to onehundredth of a foot. Instead of using inches,
each foot is divided into ten parts, and each
tenth of a foot is divided into ten parts.
Thus, 10’6” is equal to 10 and one-half feet
or 10.50’. All rig tapes use this system of
measurement, making it easier to add
lengths. For example, three lengths of pipe
are 19’9¼”, 20’3/32”, and 20”4-5/16”,
respectively, when measured with a
conventional steel tape. Using hundredths
of a foot, the same measurements would be
19.77, 20.09, and 20.36. These are numbers
that can be handled by a conventional
calculator.
As the well is completed,
everything that goes downhole, such as
tubing, rods, and pumps, is measured in the
hundredths of a foot.
After the casing pipe has been set
(cemented permanently in the hole) and the
braiden head or wellhead has been installed,
the distance from the top of the wellhead up
to the top of the kelly bushing is measured
and then subtracted from all drilling records
so that well records are accurate once the
drilling rig is gone.

loose materials until stable rock has been
encountered before the surface pipe is set or
cemented into place.
Before the surface casing is made up or
“run in the hole,” it is carefully measured
and inspected. The couplings may also be
welded to prevent future leaks. Centralizers
and scratchers are installed on the pipe. The
centralizers (Figure 2) are bow-shaped strips
of steel that will hold the pipe in the center
of the hole away from the walls. This
permits cement to be forced up through the
hole on the outside of the pipe to form a
good cement bond.

B-4. The Surface String of Casing.
Much of the water that people drink comes
from underground reservoirs of fresh water.
Protecting the fresh water zones is one of the
most important considerations when drilling
a new well. The bottom of the string of
surface casing must extend well below the
fresh water zones. The surface hole is also
drilled deep enough to pass through any

Figure 2. A casing centralizer.
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Then scratchers (Figure 3) are put on the
pipe to scrape the drilling mud off the walls
of the hole. This allows the cement to bond
to the pipe and to the walls of the hole. The
caked-on drilling mud is removed from the
walls of the hole by raising and lowering the
pipe several times to scrape it loose. As
cement is pumped down into the hole
through the casing and out the bottom, it
rises toward the surface outside the casing to
form a good cement bond completely around
the pipe all the way to the surface. When
the well is plugged, the pipe is left in place.

Occasionally, in deep wells, a tapered
string of casing is installed, consisting of
strings of casing with successively smaller
diameters.
This is done because of
economics or physical limits of the casing
string. First, a relatively large casing is set
that reaches from the surface and part of the
way down the hole toward the reservoir.
Then a slightly smaller bit and string of drill
pipe is used. A casing hanger is installed at
the bottom of each string of casing to allow
the next size of pipe to be lowered through
that section before it is securely attached and
cemented into place. As the casing is run, it
may be periodically filled with drilling mud
to keep it from collapsing from the excessive
external pressure. This is referred to as
floating the pipe in.
B-6.
Drill Stem Tests and Drilling
Breaks.

Figure 3. Scratchers used to remove from
the walls of the hole.
B-5. Intermediate Strings of Casing.
Some oil wells will be deep enough that a
second string of pipe is cemented into the
hole above the production reservoir. This
string is often installed to correct adverse
hole conditions such as sloughing, heaving,
high-pressure gas, or lost circulation zones.
Each time a string of casing is added, a
smaller bit is used, small enough to go
inside the new casing and drill out the
bottom, usually down to the reservoir.

One of the most important decisions that
the drilling supervisor makes is determining
what to do when a drilling break occurs. A
drilling break is a sudden increase in the rate
at which the bit cuts through the earth and it
indicates that the formation is more porous.
A porous layer may contain hydrocarbons,
such as crude oil or natural gas.
By taking into consideration how fast the
mud pump is operating, the distance to the
bottom of the well, and the volume of the
space outside of the drill pipe, the crew can
calculate how long it will be before cuttings
from the drilling break zone reach the
surface. When the cuttings from the zone
the drilling break occurred in arrive, the
person catching samples will test the
cuttings under an ultraviolet light or black
light. Should crude oil be present, the
sample will glow under the black light.
High mud pressures may prevent a good
sample from reaching the surface, and the
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solution might be to run a drill stem test. In
this test, the drill pipe takes the place of the
tubing string.
The production company decides if the test
is to be run. The rig must stop drilling new
hole until the test is over, and an hourly rate
may used until drilling begins again.
Allowances are made in the contract to
provide time to run pipe and cement it into
position. When the rig stops drilling to run
pipe, the lease operator will pay by the hour,
or some other appropriate amount to
compensate for rig expense during the time
spent running casing, cementing, and
waiting on the cement to set and get hard.
The time while the cement sets is referred
to as WOC or waiting on cement on the
drilling report. During this time, the rig
crew is busy cleaning the rig floor,
rearranging the drill pipe on the racks, and
getting a smaller drill bit ready to begin
drilling again. The new drilling bit will be
considerably smaller than the previous bit
because the drill bit and pipe must be small
enough to go through the casing to reach the
bottom or cemented pipe and drill beyond it
to extend the depth of the hole toward the oil
reservoir.
B-7. Keeping the Hole Full Gauge and
the Packed Hole Assembly.
The bit wears in diameter as well as tooth
sharpness as the hole is drilled. As the bit
diameter shrinks, so does the hole diameter.
To overcome this problem, a reamer is run
right behind the bit. A series of rolling
cones rotate as the bit is turned and these
cones ream the hole slightly larger. Reaming
the hole one time is usually sufficient. The
bit also wears on the shoulders, and, without
a reamer, when the crew pulls the drill pipe
to run a new bit, the new bit will have
trouble getting back to bottom.

Figure 4. A reamer used to maintain hole
diameter as the bit wears.
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B-8. Drilling a Straight Hole.
It is not generally possible to drill a
straight hole from the surface all the way to
the oil reservoir. Factors such as the density
of the formation, uneven wear on the bit,
flexing of the drill pipe, and other conditions
may result in the hole becoming deviated off
true vertical depth (TVD). Generally, the
hole is still usable for oil production.
Drilling the hole involves a continuous
series of decisions to adjust the drilling
technique to obtain the best results.
Considerations include obtaining a good,
usable hole, getting good performance and
life from the bit, and making good drilling
progress. The two principal means of
controlling these factors are the rotational
speed of the bit and the amount of weight
applied. Maximum penetration rate and a
straight hole is maintained by varying the
amount of drill pipe weight applied to the bit
and the r.p.m. of the bit. A good balance of
the two must be determined, and that
balance may have to be adjusted as
conditions, such as the density of the
formation or the depth of the hole, change.
As the bit encounters formations that are
not horizontal, it will have a tendency to
climb uphill. To help solve this problem,
more drill collars will be run on top of the
reamer. Drill collars add weight and make
the pipe more rigid.

Even the use of collars will not solve all
drilling problems.
Another common
problem is having the bit get stuck in
grooves that can develop in the sides of the
hole. These grooves, called key seats, are
formed as the drill pipe flexes under
pressure and rubs the side of the hole. The
threaded ends of the drill pipe are known as
connections and are larger in diameter than
the body or tube of the drill pipe. These
connections, being larger in diameter than
the rest of the pipe, sometimes become stuck
in the key seats, especially when the crew
starts pulling the bit out of the hole.
Another problem that may develop can be
caused by the corkscrew profile of the
drilled hole. Because the formations are not
of the same density all the way down to the
production zone and the bit wears and the
drill pipe flexes, the hole rarely goes straight
down but instead has a twisted profile like a
corkscrew. However, the tubing string tends
to hang vertically in the hole, meaning that it
is likely to rub against the casing as it comes
into contact with the bends in the corkscrew.
This contact can lead to holes being worn in
the casing and in the tubing. Tubing collars
can wear to the point that they fracture,
allowing the tubing string to collapse into
the well. Methods of addressing some of
these problems are addressed in the Well
Servicing and Workover section of this
handbook.
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